announce Plan To Modernize Science Hall

Warren Company Will Equipment Laboratories,
Lecture Room

INVIS WORK IN JUNE

announcement was made on last night, December 7, that Law-
rence College retained the Kewanee Manufacturing Company to
be its chemical laboratories with the purpose of embarking the very inter-
teresting modernization process. The interior of the Serier-
Hall of the chemistry laboratories will be completely modernized, including re-
astration in the apparatus, both for private and public instruction, in such a par with those of any university West. The contemplated expense will be the equivalent of several thousands of dollars.

The plans call for a complete re-
avastion of the laboratory, including new rooms on both sides of a central core, to afford a total of eight laboratories, three organic and five inorganic.

These new labs will be equipped with the latest and finest equipment, with gas, steam, cold water, and a complete electrical hook-up.
The Lawrentian

GRIN AND BEAR IT
By Libby

No. 20, 1928.

To the Student Body:

Next Friday, December 1, 1928, the revised constitution of the Student Body will be presented for approval.

Soon after the inception of the present Executive Committee it was seen that the constitution as it stood was filled with ambiguities, and good but poorly-defined clauses which necessarily depended upon individual interpretation too much. It makes an effective tool of student government. That is the present Executive Committee, with the aid and cooperation of the Lawrentian Editorial Council, has attempted to clarify the ambiguous clauses, standardize the inconsistencies, and give to the Student Body a more practicable constitution. We are not sure, and presidents from on what seems to be its native and occasional indescribability. Not only in freedom from discussion and criticism valuable for the students, but also for families and administration.

In the final analysis, the student deserves some voice in the educational process. An alert and critical

one. In following this sort of policy, the student body is more likely to be right, but they can not set themselves up as absolute judges. The generally accepted rule is that there is a feeling of good and warmth in the class. In this, as in all things, discretion and self-restraint should be the rule. There may be a wise to grip with the thought "What a warm, generous, and penetrating spirit, the contrary one may think," and "this is the kind of a man who, pressing his writing hand, cramped hand and has his character analyze.
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Announce Plan
To Modernize Science Hall

Kewanee Company Will
Equip Laboratories, Lecture Room

BEGIN WORK IN JUNE

Announcement was made on last Monday, December 7, that Lav­ence College retained the Kewanee Manufacturing Company to equip its chemical laboratories with furniture embodying the very latest in modern advances in the industry. The interior of the Bar­rvine Hall of Science will be completely modernized, including both laboratories, both for private and lecture-room use. These will be on a par with those of any college in the Middle West. The contemplated expendi­tures on the scientific equipment and installations is a hundred dollars.

Announcement was made on last Monday, December 7, that Lav­ence College retained the Kewanee Manufacturing Company to equip its chemical laboratories with furniture embodying the very latest in modern advances in the industry. The interior of the Bar­rvine Hall of Science will be completely modernized, including both laboratories, both for private and lecture-room use. These will be on a par with those of any college in the Middle West. The contemplated expendi­tures on the scientific equipment and installations is a hundred dollars.

Betsas to Become National Dec 19

Plants were discussed and the ad­ministrator's advice asked on the problem of reducing the cost of printing and simplifying rushing at the regular Christmas holiday on Wednesday, December 23. Mervin E. Croydon, Monday in the Courier press.Miss Margarette Woodworth, Dean T. N. Barrows and Dr. J. T. Milius were the guests. Dean Barrows made sev­eral suggestions.

Each girl has taken back to her respective sorority to study the plan to restrict the first two pairs in the campus-Hamer Hall, Panhellenic House and Sage parlor. In this way, the cost of renting country clubs and of transportation could be eliminated. The next meet­ings will be held soon after the Christmas vacation, and in the meantime, the council is eager to receive suggestions from members of the staff body on the best ways of reducing the cost of and simplifying rushing at the regular Christmas holiday.
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Inaugurate New Placement Plan For Senior Men

Corporation Representatives to Speak; Men Take Vocational Test

A placement organization for seniors is to be inaugurated next month. The organization, under the direction of Dr. John S. Milhollin, as chairman of the newly created senior placement committee, is seeking the cooperation of students in the placement experiment, which is to be conducted later this spring. Lawrence College has its teachers' placement office under the direction of Dr. R. B. Trellef, professor of history.

Another plan to be carried out this month is one whereby giving the Strong Vocational Test to seniors will be offered. The results for seniors will be used in job placement. The test is being given in determining the choice of a major. These experiments are being tried only for seniors this year, but they may be followed with a similar idea for the freshmen and juniors.

Observe Erasmus' 400 Anniversary

Dr. Trellef Tells of Sixteenth Century Liberal in Chapel

Correspondence has been received from the four-hundredth anniversary of the death of the author of the "Praise of Folly," A. A. Trellef, professor of ancient history. It is stated that the students in Convocation last Monday evening, December 7, on the subject of "Erasmus, A Sixteenth Century Liberal," Dr. Trellef pointed out that there is a reason to believe that Erasmus lived between his times and our own, for the reason that he was a humanist.

Period of Transition

The period in which Erasmus lived was one of swift transition and secondary readjustments, a period which is always a severe test of the human spirit. in such an age, the "crying needs of that most intolerant of passions, humanity," are usually good, and they're fun to take. The "simpler and more virtuous" are those who are able to stand up to it.

A Christmas Gift for the College Girl's Budget!

Every Remaining Pair of Wunderlich's SHOE WILL BE Made by Minihan

Completely Sold Out at $2.44

Corona The Gift of Refinement

Every pair — with the exception of our early spring and regular numbers — is included... all colors... all sizes.

We have arranged the entire stock of shoes so that we can display them OUT OF THE BOXES — you can make your own selections by seeing for your- self every remaining pair in stock.

We anticipate a complete sell-out at these prices within a few days — so COME EARLY!

Hilda A. Wunderlich's

Next to the Conway

Phone 4846

A Smooth Date

An Unforgettable Dance

Scars Roebuck and Company, Montague, Westinghouse, and the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company, have extended the Strong Vocational Test to seniors and junior men. The results for seniors will be used in job placement. Those for juniors will be used in determining the choice of a major. These experiments are being tried only for seniors this year, but they may be followed with a similar idea for the freshmen and juniors.
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Sororities and Fraternities
Find It's "Only One More" Week End Before Xmas

Never say it is said that Wisconsin lets him do it all in the good of winter! Jack Frost is on every tongue, and he is so much on the alert not to be caught napping from singing 'Hallelujah' last Thursday evening, and it warmed our hearts in his bride's soft kisses.

There are those among us who draw closer to the fire when winter's breathing down our throats. Those who, we find ourselves Druids of the hearth, clustering round the blazing log and the music "therefore was hot". His folk, perhaps, is the American Indian.

Saturday night, last Saturday night, Alpha Delta Pi and Kappa Delta held their winter formals, the former at the Converse Hotel and the latter at the Valley Inn in the Nunnair. Harold Manning furnished music for the Kappa Delta, and the A. D. Pi's danced to the music of Charles Brinkerhoff.

Dinner in the night, and the refreshings of the place of the Zeta Tau Alpha formal, Delta Kappa Epsilon's house, was thronged with sorority women from numbers of foundations.

The Delta Kappa Epsilon Delta Theta house will furnish the luncheon for the Delta's homecoming on Tuesday evening. At homecoming, Mary Fernald is the chairman. December and winter parties of the Kingdom of the World will be held.

The Alpha Delta Pi house will also be open on Tuesday evening. At the house of the sorority, the program will include the presentation of the Alpha Delta Pi chapter song, a recital on the problem of reduction of the cost of the summer session, the two suggestions which received the most attention, and a dance on the campus, and, 3. to observe the importance of winter parties of the Kingdom of the World.

Marguerite Woodworth, Susan Clebo, and Helen Clayton Friday, Tuesday evening, at their rooms this afternoon. The sorority will also serve at 8:30.

Outlines Costs

Dr. Craig Concludes Series Of Chapel Religious Services

"The Cost of Living a Christian Life" was the subject of Dr. C. F. Baker, on December 4, the address concluded a series of religious services during conducted at the college.

Dr. Craig named three regulations or costs in a great Christian world, without which we cannot live.

Hard Thinking Required

The first cost is hard thinking, hard work, hard thinking. The speaker called it an "opening area of strife," and was called by the speaker to think about what to do with the cost of life.

Outlines Costs

The second cost is hard thinking, hard work, hard thinking. The speaker called it "the Christian conscience, the motivation of American ideas," and was called by the speaker to think about what to do with the cost of life.

Personal renunciation is another requirement of Christianity living. A point was put out that one of the causes for war is the amount of things that make war possible. "National and industrial war," he said, "are not sacrifices of power, but sacrifices of power to a greater Christian ideal."

Dr. Baker Speaks on Spanish and Russian Situation in Europe

Dr. L. C. Baker, professor of modern languages, talked before the Tuesday Club of Seymour on December 1.

"The topic of Dr. Baker's talk was the Spanish and Russian situation in Europe. He spoke briefly of the difficulties in Spain with the Spaniards and their government, and with the European powers.

He also talked about the Russian situation, and the many obstacles which the Russian government has had to overcome in order to maintain its independence.

He concluded with a discussion on the problem of reducing the cost of the summer session. The two suggestions which received the most attention were:

1. A reduction in the cost of the summer session.
2. An increase in the number of students.

Display Plaquettes

Of Italian, German, Renaissance Here

On exhibit at the library are all, bronze and lead plaquettes of the Italian and German Renaissance in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. They were loaned by the Fogg Museum of Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Display plaquettes in an accurate likeness of frescoes and engravings. Particularly useful for decorative designs, they are in high relief in elaborate color and line, and are small metallic histories, one representing the Renaissance and another the Gothic era, both with some of the elements of the two styles.

French Club Holds Christmas Dinner

A French Club dinner was held at the Chi Delta Tau house Wednesday evening at six o'clock. The menus were French, and the decorations were characterized French. A French radio program was given.

Four-tine performers attended the French Club event, the program consisting of a reading, a recitation, and an operetta. The program was directed by Mrs. J. R. Denyes, 606 E. College Ave., and Helen Bauer; the program committee consisted of Ruth Alther, Margaret Jennings, and Margaret Hilt.
Concert Artists Tell Reporter About Germany

"Speak slowly, please." We tried again, putting our question very slowly and distinctly to one of the members of the "Young Artists Group." The punished expression on the young man’s face cleared, and he answered, "Yes, we have no colleges in Germany, only universities. Yes, we have visited many American colleges; we have given thirty-seven concerts in the last concert was at Saint Louis. We came, however, from New York, the big city in the United States. They do not like to travel by bus, we travel in the day but we do not sleep on the bus. Yes, we get very tired." Here the young man laughed and shrugged his shoulders. Autograph seekers joined our ranks so we moved on very carefuly. We asked, "Do you like American college students?" The young man recognized the question would break the ice one way or another. He asked, "and why?" We answered, "they have treated us wonderfully." From further questioning we found out that the group had been given concerts at many of the eastern colleges. From the list that the young lady told us we recognized Vassar, Hanover, and Dartmouth, but the German interpretation of the others was too much for us. The German university has no social life, the students live in town and attend the classes daily. They were talking of the Brandes saal and the viola da gamba. "We crossed on the Rhine, the Brandes saal is not very long, the music is beautiful."

By this time the members of the group had also come to the结论 that we were preparing to go out to dinner, and the members of the "Young Artists Group" got to know them if they liked our music. We all had a very good time together. It is an evidential sign of students to minimize hazing and to use "less solemn" and "less serious" terms. The conference recognizes the music and that the custom of the American college is determined by public opinion and the music of the national organizations of our country is more clearly articulated than in other chapter action which can be...

West Gets Paper Industry Award

Editor of Institute Receives Medal of Technical Association

The gold medal of the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry will be awarded to Dr. Clarence J. West, editor of the Institute of Paper Chemistry, at the Association’s annual meeting in New York, on February 23-25, 1977. The event is being made in Dr. West on the basis of his bibliographical work in the pulp and paper field. This award has been made previously to but five individuals.

Dr. West joined the staff of the Institute of Paper Chemistry in July of this year, having resigned from a similar position with the American Research Council. He has been for some years chairman of the Committee on Abstracts and Bibliography of the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry. Most noteworthy of the many scientific books of which Dr. West is the editor are "Wood Chemistry," a volume work giving the physical and chemical constants of a known material. While the technical and literary members of the editorial board, the editor of the volume published annually, "The Institute of Paper Chemistry Annual Survey of American Chemistry: Pyramid to Preserve 1936 Relies to 8113"

Until recently it seemed that the event was dying out. Is it possible that the building of Arkansas last spring would pass unnoticed. The event is being made in Dr. West on the basis of his bibliographical work in the pulp and paper field. "This civilization is going to the dogs," he said, "when the year 813 rolls around, the people can look back on the whole thing with the people back in 1893."}

REPRESENTING THE INSTITUTE OF PAPER CHEMISTRY

Gala Dinner in Honor of Dr. West

The Institute of Paper Chemistry will hold a gala dinner in honor of Dr. West at the Hotel Statler on February 23. The event is being made in Dr. West on the basis of his bibliographical work in the pulp and paper field. "This civilization is going to the dogs," he said, "when the year 813 rolls around, the people can look back on the whole thing with the people back in 1893."
Mission House to Invade Lawrence Tomorrow Night

Visitors Play 4th Game; Have Two Returning Lettermen

The Lawrence College basketball squad will tangle with the tenants from Mission House College of Plymouth, Wisconsin, at the Alexander gym tomorrow night. The boys from the south will be playing their fourth game of the current season, and will present a team containing two lettermen from last year's team.

Mission House is coached by Elder Ott, former Lawrence man of a few years ago, and plays in the Tri-State Conference.

Victor Warwick, New Knoxville, Ohio, is a boy starter for the forward positions, while Ray Pachern, a junior lineman who hails from Kaukauna, fills a guard role.

Calvin Stube of Trips, South Dakota, is pulling on the other forward spots, and Karl Tgger of Owatonna is the team's center role will be played by Richard Burtzel, a high school senior from Appleton.

With these last two lettermen, it appears that the Mission House boys could probably consist of James Streufert and Norman Fassl at the guard positions while the front line will be held down by Clifford Ome and Clifford Burton at the forwards. The six-man forward crew. Other men who will probably be used are Junior Kapp at center, Joe Halliquitt, John Crawford, Harold Mohr, and Frank Hallquist, a sophomore.

Meet the Coach

Elder Ott, Mission House College, Mr. Elder Ott who will direct the basketball team of Mission House, was the basketball star of the Lawrence star who won letters in football, basketball, and track. He was here in the days of Otis, Halver, and Roeder.

The boys who were known as a pretty tough bunch of mugs... Ott explained the football team his last year. After leaving Lawrence High School where he was a star athlete, Ott went on to the South Dakota Military Institute and played for the Black Hills.

He was also a member of the football team while at Mission House and is considered to be one of the best basketball players in the state.

In all probability, some cuts will be made in the lineup for the weekend game.

Elmer Ott

Phases the League Cellular

Cage Team is Scrappy, But Prospects Not Very Good

Editor's note: This is the third in a series of seven articles dealing with prospects of the cage outfit. Lawrence will meet next season.

One of the two hardest teams to beat in the local league is the Phi Delta Theta team. The Delta's have been a team to be reckoned with for the past two seasons. But Beiler, though no longer a member, and inscrutability, cannot be counted out of the picture. Last week the Delta's had a very nice victory over the Alpha Chi's who were seen as a real fighting team.

The Phi Delta Theta's are being coached by Brother Knecht, a member of the team. He is also a full-time student who works both nights and weekends.
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Big Ten Cagers

Defeat Midwest Teams in Openers

Midwest Prospects Show

Little Change From Last Year's

Standings

By WALTER REISER

The Big Ten fans have received a

boost, but State Teachers 20, Mosh­

ton 20, Northern Illinois 19, No­

theastern 17, Carthage 19, Mon­

mouth 19, Mount St. Mary's 19, Beth­

lehem Lutheran 19, Colby 19, Con­

cordia 18, Cornell 18, Carthage 18.

Edwards Waller

O rganizer of the

University of Notre Dame, and is

a possible conference with the

University of Illinois.

Launch Non-Literary Digest

Poll for Modern Vike Hercules

Today's letter is from a freshman

student who has been thinking

about his future and the possibili­
ty of being a modern viking her­cules.

Miss Anna Beine

The possible conference with the

University of Illinois is a possibil­ity which, I believe, only an under­

standing heart can conjecture.

Mrs. Anna Beine
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Dr. M. M. Bober, professor of ec­

nomics and business addressed the

students in Convocation on last

Wednesday, December 11.

Dr. M. M. Bober

The change is the following; No

students will be classified in the

Lawrentian office, and your

friend is free and open to all,

the aged Club Alexander on

Wednesday, December 11.
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**Page Seven**

If a gift for HIM is proving a bit of a problem —

If you're on the verge of despondency about a gift for HER —

**Spend Christmas at Home**

Travel by Bus

**SPECIAL**

Low Excursion Fare

30 day return limit

Call 2355 for complete information

BUS, RAILROAD, AIRPLANE AND STEAMSHIPS TICKETS

TOURS and CRUISES

NYE & WINTER CO.

128 N. Oneida St.

Appleton, Wisconsin

Also: Milwaukee, Madison, Racine and Sheboygan

**Bullet Camera**

Specially packaged for Christmas. Only $2.95

HURRY! Gift seeking won't reveal a bonus gift or $0.50 than Eastman Bullet Camera. It's thoroughly new in design streamlined for quick, easy operation, capable of making good inch snapshots. The Bullet Camera is ready here appropriately wrapped for Christmas Day. Be sure and see it now.

**Open Evenings**

**Ideal Photo and Gift Shop**

36 E. College Ave.

**Take a Gift Home from Schlaffer's**

**Select From the Greatest Display Ever Shown in Appleton!**

**Schlaffer Hardware**

Wisconsin's Largest Retail Hardware Store

115 W. College Ave.

Be sure to take home the latest records or sheet music you can do your Xmas shopping for the entire family at Meyer-Seeger Music Co.

**Seniors and Juniors**

We have your negative

We make prints from them

**Use Photographs for Christmas**

Call and see a print from your negative.

**Harwood**

FURTHER $1.00!
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